AN INNOVATIVE 24/7 SMART POOL SYSTEM

A cleaner, smarter pool

Imagine a pool that takes care of itself. Now imagine it’s your pool.
Aquatics Vision is the only program to keep your swimming pool or hot tub
automated and protected around the clock, including a record of data to
prove it. It’s like having a 24/7 certified on-site pool technician.
Did you know that 12% of of pool inspections result in immediate
closures?1 Peace of mind has no price tag. That’s why it’s never been more
important to ensure the health and safety of your guests. As local health
codes become more stringent and consumers demand more transparency
into their safety and well-being, we can provide you with round-the-clock
certainty that your pool is always safe for your guests to use.
•
•
•
•

24/7/365
System for continually
monitoring & adjusting your
spa or pool's chemistry

Crystal-clear water with perfectly balanced pH and chlorination
Real-time monitoring, chemical and mechanical control
No need to replace any existing aquatic equipment
Save money by extending the lifespan of pumps & equipment

The safest pool possible. The testing information proves it.

Avoid downtime, nuisance
lawsuits, and fines related
to water quality

Look at your pool. Are you sure it’s clean? Harmful viruses and bacteria
can breed in poorly treated pool water for days — and there’s no way to
tell just by looking at it.
Just one health violation could spell disaster for your aquatics facility.
Not to mention a negligence lawsuit would cost you hundreds of
thousands — if not millions — in legal costs and penalties. It’s never been
more important to ensure the health and safety of your guests. As local
health codes become more stringent, you need a solution that can
provide you with round-the-clock certainty that your pool is always safe
to use.
The Aquatics Vision Program doesn’t just help. It’s the first and only
solution to ensure water quality code compliance 24/7, in real-time.

1. According to a CDC study: https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/mm5919a2.htm

Automated facilities
management with reduced
wear on equipment

HOW THE AQUATICS VISION
PROGRAM WORKS

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU

Real time control and monitoring

Accurate reporting you can trust

Continuously balanced and disinfected
pool water

Ensure the health and safety of your
guests

30% fewer chloramines

Eliminate offensive pool odors

Custom out-of-code alerts and
notifications

Maintain constant compliance with Florida
state and local health ordinances

Instant incident and closure alerts with
predictive performance calculations

Stay ahead of danger and eliminate it
before it starts

Complete and accurate historical
chemistry data

Track water quality over time so no
imbalance goes unchecked

Track upcoming service appointments
and previous repair logs

Maintenance and safety records are
always ready for review

24/7/365 digital testing and monitoring

Peace of mind that your guests (and you)
are protected via the clearest, cleanest
water possible

Are you ready to experience the
evolution of pool maintenance?
Request a consultation and see how your facility can
save money and achieve the very best water quality
possible by contacting us at:

aquaticsvision.com
1.888.XXX.XXXX
SMART CONTROL TECHNOLOGIES

Genesis
• Data & Control

Evolution
• Data & Control
• Automated Filter
Media Cleaning

A PROGRAM SERVICED BY

